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Kulturøya is a long-term placemaking, open air exhibition and cultural project run by Leva Urban 
Design at Sølyst in Stavanger, Norway. Sølyst is a small island, where you can find expansive 
nature, several large industrial ship cranes,  and a few human inhabitants. Kulturøya transforms 
the island through collaborative artistic action. Find Your Eyes is a year-long project at Sølyst 
curated by Monika Wuhrer. Find Your Eyes will see, over the course of the year, a rotating group 
of artists who will collaborate on artistic interventions on the island. In September 2017, Ingeborg 
Kvame and Margrethe Aanestad will create site-specific projects at Sølyst. Previous artists 
involved in the project have included: Felipe Mujica, Johanna Unzueta, Songül Boyraz and Peter 
Höll.

The island of Sølyst is inspiring and mysterious. With the arrival of developers on the island, 
nature has begun to give way to concrete and technology. The landscape and the industrial exist 
together, with a trajectory that implies industry will overwhelm the forests and fields. Motivated by 
their fear of losing nature that cannot be recovered, Ingeborg Kvame and Margrethe Aanestad will 
explore the remaining forests, responding the specific environment of Sølyst and its resistance to 
humanity.

Ingeborg Kvame is interested in mystery on the island. Not only to explore what lurks on Sølyst, 
but to create more questions, more illusions. There is a magic in her work, no reflections and 
mirrors, but illusions that complicate reality. At Sølyst, Kvame aims to traverse the physical and 
emotional, the subterranean and the ethereal, light and darkness. Focusing on a portion of the 
island where a handful of houses will be expanded into dozens of units, Kvame will explore the 
idea of the “liminal,” creating black holes in the earth to delve into the transitional state that the 
island occupies. Emphasizing the unknown, Kvame will create illusions that allow one to feel they 
could be swallowed by the earth, that they could 
disappear.

Margrethe Aanestad is interested in ungraspable phenomena, exploring the nuances and 
powerful force of both the overwhelming and the subtle sensations in nature and human inner life. 
At Sølyst she will create moving textile objects that will engage with shifting light in the woods and 
the varying intensities of the wind. The textiles will become sculptural beholders and reflectors of 
the winds changing rhythm and force, while their transparent qualities will let the light pass 
through. Resembling canvases, veils or flags, the surfaces will transform and change over time 
with the sun and weather, resembling photographs or prints of a certain time at this specific place. 
While Kvame is digging into the ground, Aanestad is turning her attention to what happens in 
between and above.


